A tapestry of thoughts, ideas and feelings on esd*

We all came from different places,
But our commitment brought us here,
And the paths of our lives
Are crossing towards a culture of
Peace & sustainability

Like family,
...... times we share
Enlightened ... 
re- creating the Earth, To be a secure and lovely home for ALL

ESD brings us to be good friends ....in ESD house there is no border

Workshop dreams of ESD come real
Stomping our feet, clapping our hands
Singing with joy as we learn and drink from each others’ cup

Life is finally about friendship lasting on core ideals and utopia shared!

Dreaming by the river....
Reminiscing experiences...
...of welfare, beauty, dream and hopes
Such a strong sense of belonging among a bunch of amazing people
In a country of smiles!

Wondering how to do ESD in a shopping mall...

Whatever you do wherever you go
ESD is there
Everything is ESD
By the riverside amidst a thousand lights
Friends of various races and cultures
Celebrate the joy of togetherness

Wine and ESD
More wine, less ESD!!!

*Collectively written by participants of the Regional Workshop on Thematic Issues of ESD at a dinner reception by the riverside.